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In the present paper we explicit how some well-known Bernstein-type
operators converge to Szász operators in an approximate asymptotic sense.
As a main tool, asymptotic expansion is expressed by using semigroup of
linear operators. This paper is organized as following:
In chapter 1 we give an explanation of definitions and marks which are
appeared in the paper and then introduce some researchful results, we in-
troduce the conception of semigroup of operators, and give the presentation
of linear operators by semigroup of operators.
In chapter 2 we give some lemmas which are useful in the whole context.
In chapter 3 we obtain the asymptotic expansion theorems of Bernstein
operators, Bleimann, Butzer and Hahn(BBH) operators and Baskakov op-
erators.
In chapter 4 the corresponding asymptotic expansion theorems of Bernstein-
Kantorovich operators and Baskakov-Kantorovich operators are obtained.
In chapter 5 we show that the methods of semigroup of operators can
be easily extended to multivariate linear operators, we chose the bivariate
Bernstein operators as an example to reveal this assertation.
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f(u/n)un−1e−u/xdu, x > 0;
f(0), x = 0.













(k = 0, 1, 2, ...) Æ πn,k(x) := e−nx (nx)kk! (k =
0, 1, 2, ...) Æ pn,k(x) := (n
k
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2 ‖ f ‖ min(2, mx)


































2m ‖ f ‖ (1+2mx)e2mx,^ ‖ f ‖= sup
x∈[0,+∞)
|f(x)|, ω(f, δ) = sup
‖x1−x2‖≤δ




























































uf ′′(u)um−1e−mu/xdu^ ω2(f, δ) = sup
|h|≤δ
x+h,x−h>0


















+∞, µ > 0, s ∈ N+, fl(s) := f( sl )} ÆJ~H= f ∈ ß, 8 f := f1. vF
ß 8I Banach :	 ß CyF^{t B 9:= l > 0, fl ∈ ß, 8 Bfl := (ε1 ∗ fl). ^ εk -℄4 k ∈ N+ Cym#ZVÆ ∗ -℄ bLl{t4Cry	:7wt
l > 0, k ∈ N+ 
Bfl(k) = (ε1 ∗ fl)(k) = fl(k + 1).-Æ.n Bfl = (fl(1), fl(2), ...), B2fl = (fl(2), fl(3), ...), .... 06wt
‖ B ‖≤ eµ. ~H B0 = I bU{{tÆ3y k ∈ N+ ÆBk := B(Bk−1), 	
A := B − I, 6wt ‖ A ‖≤ eµ + 1. x.n7wt G Poission ,Æ	! {T (x) = exA|x ≥ 0}.:r.n
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2m − µ, µ < 2m). (1.11)|YÆ Szász {t7-℄!
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− mx)rdu. (2.3)6FtCry?--e[tb?! x yL[_7 2.1. em lÆ32o, x > 0, n, r ∈ N+, "K*
(1) ΩBmn,r(x) = O(n
[r/2]). (2) ΩLmn,r(x) = O(n
[r/2]). (3)ΩGmn,r(x) = O(n
−(r−1)).4L:
1) J (2.1) "qq7wt9:y{[




mn,r−1(x) − rxΩBmn,r(x).! ΩBmn,0(x) = 1, ΩBmn,1(x) = 0, Cry{[ ΩBmn,2(x) = mnx.J{[0SqiE(7wt (1).
2) GwJ (2.2) "qq7wt9:y{[
ΩLmn,r+1(x) = x(1+x)Ω
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